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 The purpose of my islands is to have a society where 
everyone can relate to each other

 People who love music come to the isles

 You would generally see people wearing music 
related items on their clothing

Purpose



Government
 The government I have chosen is a meritocracy, because the 

government is run by people who are experts at music. 
Musicianship is a very difficult skill to develop, so the people 
in charge need to have demonstrated expertise. 
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 Electricity- For electricity, there is a very unique system. 
There are solar powered power plants. From those power 
plants, the electricity is wirelessly (and harmlessly) 
transferred to the cities of the islands.

 Plumbing- Waste that comes from the homes goes 
through a series of pipes that leads it to a waste plant. 
There they separate the liquid from the solid. 1/3 of the 
solids go to farms for compost, the rest go into a black 
hole- generator. The liquids go through water purifiers that 
turn it into drinking water.

Services



 Sanitation- With sanitation, it has grown technologically 
advanced. The islands use this spray soap, when you spray 
it kills the germs on multiple surfaces. Its non-toxic and is 
very effective. There is also bacterial cleaners. You step 
inside for 30 seconds, and you’re clean. So there are no use 
for showers.

 Education- With education, its more simple, your 
parents or guardian will teach you how to play a specific 
instrument. Its all you need to learn because that’s all you 
need to do your whole life. School is optional though.

Services



 Food and Drug- The island mainly has foods that 
are healthy, like fruits and vegetables. All food is 
naturally grown on Half-Note Island. Also, the 
medicine is naturally grown. The medicine works well 
and almost never fails. The medicine is also naturally 
grown.

Services


